St Peter's College Business Society Event: SPC Fresher's fair (06/10/2014)

The St Peter's College business society had set up a stall for the St Peter’s fresher’s fair aligned with newly designed term cards, EY merchandise, and shot glasses sporting the new Business society logo. There was also a sign up sheet to potentially win a free bottle of champagne, which naturally procured many email addresses.

Many fresher’s flocked to the stall to pick up the EY merchandise and the shot glasses, which in particular were to come to use during a forthcoming social involving free shots and bringing the college together for a night of relaxation and socialization. The fresher’s were eager to find out more about what the business society had in stall for them, which includes a CV clinic, an exclusive dinner with JP Morgan, and a firm visit to EY this term. They also learnt about our sponsors’ role with the society and how it could be potentially very beneficial to them careers-wise.